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Editorial 

The major annual hobby event in KZN is arguably Wings Wheels and 

Whistles, an exhibition of hobbies and crafts held over the first weekend 

in August at the Pietermaritzburg Model Engineering Society grounds. 

This edition features the 2018 event and in particular the participation of 

some members of the South African Large Scale Modellers Group.  

Wings Wheels and Whistles 2018 

The event showcased a range of hobbies, examples below, the main 
feature being trains and the stars being of the ride on 3½”, 5” and 7¼” 
gauge variety.  
The supporting cast comprised Dave Boardman’s OO layout, Rodney 
Proud's Lionel display and my Umkhulu Modules. 
By way of background, Umkhulu Modules was built about 13 years ago 
as a “temporary” layout on which to run my 16mm, gauge 1 and LGB 
locos, following a house move which required the track in the garden to 
be lifted. Here we are 13 years later and the tracks for the foregoing 
scales and gauges have yet to be permanently laid at the ‘new’ house. 
So Umkhulu Modules are still doing sterling service particularly as the 
layout is portable which is ideal for events like Wings Wheels and 
Whistles. 
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All aboard  

 
NGG16 I quite fancy one of those…….. 
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Bit big for the back garden. Lucas Steyn’s 5” class 25NC 

 
Table top railway? Simon Anderson’s 7¼” 19D 
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Mike Ladell’s traction engine with a Ron Etter designed Oompie in 
the background.  

 
Woodworkers exhibit 
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Dieter Schauerte’s radio controlled cars and boats display 

 
Wha daur meddle wi John Visser 
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The Wings 

 
Great display of lighthouses but unfortunately for us HO modellers 
in N scale 
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Something for the ladies too 

 
Steam engines and boilers built from kits produced by PMES. They 
are great value. Available from PMES on open days if you want one. 
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There was a particular purpose in my participation in this year’s WWW 
event, namely it was a ‘dummy run' for the garden railway exhibition in 
the Outeniqua Transport Museum in George in December. (On that 
subject Eden Lions need to be advised asap how many tables will be 
required for the exhibition. The cost to the exhibitor will be R40 per day 
and given the time of year bookings are essential. Please let me know if 
you wish to participate.) For me the George exhibition will involve a 1300 
km road trip compared to the 50 odd kms to Pietermaritzburg. The first 
requirement was that the modules all fit in (well on) the trailer used to 
transport them. This they did but that was about the extent of the good 
news. 
It fits! Note the elegant securing straps and custom designed 
packing to stop chafing of modules. 

 
Set up for the two day exhibition took place on the Friday afternoon. It 
was overcast and distinctly chilly, a remarkable contrast with the 
Saturday when we boiled under the clear skies and hot sun. 
My main problem was that things simply did not work in the desired 
manner. Firstly I needed to go back to school for lessons in how to 
operate LGB DCC locos (since done – thanks to Mike Leppan) and 
secondly the newly upgraded radio control system in the steam locos did 
not work satisfactorily. A call to the designer of the system identified the 
cause (i.e. what I was doing wrong) and the solution which mainly 
comprised repositioning the servos on different pins on the receivers. 
Finally track modifications undertaken prior to WWW which involved the 
installation of an additional passing loop/steaming bay on the 32mm line 
did not have sufficient clearance. Well better to discover these problems 
now than in December but it spoiled the weekend for me.  
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Fortunately Carel Janse van Rensburg and Willie Fourie had come down 
from Pretoria. Carel’s gauge 1 locos did sterling service on the 45 mm 
track and the prototypes of SAR coaches being manufactured by Jan 
Gouws of SARM (SA Railway Modellers) were greatly admired. 
Carel’s magnificent gauge 1 Marklin locos: left a model of an oil 
fired BR42  2-8-2 pulling a rake of Jan Gouws built Trans Karoo 
coaches; right a model of a coal fired  4-6-2 BR01 – Carel third hat 
from the right. Roundhouse Lady Anne on top of baseboard on the 
right. Aster Lion on top of baseboard at rear.  

 
More Jan Gouws handiwork: a gauge 1 SAR GZ livestock wagon 
and below a SAR GE 
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Sunday was cooler and a better day for me. I ran mainly manually 
controlled Shays and my battery powered radio controlled Accucraft 
Baguley Drewry which all performed faultlessly. 
On a personal level the weekend served its purpose – showcasing the 
model railway hobby and highlighting areas which I have to address on 
the Umkhulu modules layout before December. 
Oh and by the way for the non Zulu speakers among us Umkhulu means 
old man in Zulu. 
Dave Boardman’s OO layout 

 
Below Rodney Proud’s display – mainly Lionel but also tinplate 
Hornby and Trix. The baseboard for Rodney’s display is fibreglass 
covered polyisocyanurate foam with an electrical trunking border, a 
relatively cheap and light approach to this subject. 
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Willie Fourie’s radio controlled steam powered boat engine built by 
Brian Crawford. Two vertical Stuart engines drive the prop shaft. 

  
Conclusion 
The event was well supported by exhibitors and visitors. Some 750 of 
the latter came on Saturday and some 1000 on Sunday. 1500 train rides 
were sold.  Given prevailing economic conditions and even though entry 
fees were modest the organisers were happy with the result. 


